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Mission & Impact
Statements
Mission
HOPE Family Health is a faith-based nonprofit health center passionately devoted to extending primary, mental
health, dental and pharmacy services to those left out by the traditional healthcare system. Founded in 2005,
HOPE now has over 1200 patient encounters per month. Our mission is “to improve access to primary healthcare in rural Middle Tennessee, with an emphasis on vulnerable populations including the uninsured, underinsured, poor, homeless, children, migrant workers, and those addicted to substances. We seek to restore
dignity, faith, HOPE, and health in those we serve by making them partners in the healing process and providing
them with loving, compassionate care.”
Our desire is to serve the whole person-mind, body, and spirit-while honoring the dignity and potential of every
patient we see. This calling informs every decision we make as an organization and has led us to broaden our
services dramatically over the last few years. We find great fulfillment in the confidence and trust of our patients
and the improved quality of life so many enjoy with our support.
Background
Like many nonprofits, HOPE was created to meet an acute need in a beloved community. In the summer of
2004, two mid-level providers working in the Westmoreland area began to discuss the idea of starting a
completely different kind of clinic-one where patients were treated based on their need for care instead of their
ability to pay. The area was medically underserved, geographically isolated, and struggling with pervasive
poverty, sparse health insurance coverage, and a high incidence of chronic illness. The desire to care for
patients who were falling between the cracks, to validate the dignity & potential of each person receiving care,
and to restore hope as well as health led practitioners Jennifer Dittes & Mary Linville to open the doors of Hope
Family Health in January of 2005.
The 1st year brought rewards as well as challenges. The office started out in a little double-wide-mobile hometurned-clinic filled with people, employees, donated furniture & charts. The need was undeniable & unrelenting;
patients just kept coming, often having delayed care to the point of crisis. Prayer for spiritual, emotional &
financial sustenance was a daily practice. The grace of God and the generous support of individuals,
congregations & local foundations literally kept HOPE alive. (This is still true today!) No fancy equipment was
available, but our team's commitment & heart held strong. Our relationships with our patients and their sheer
faith in our abilities convinced us that love, respect & compassion were (and are!) immeasurably more important
in the healing process than state-of-the-art equipment or facilities. This trial by fire assured the founders & staff
that they possessed the flexibility, devotion & love to make it through even the hardest of times.
Many prayers were answered in June 2012, when HOPE was awarded status as a Federally Qualified Heath
Center, providing long-term federal funding & a stable foundation from which to expand. Since the early days,
HOPE has grown by leaps & bounds, from a team of 4 to 56, from a double-wide trailer to a shining, light-filled
facility with not one, but two additional sites. In addition to providing our patients high-quality primary medical
care, we now offer behavioral healthcare, dental care, pharmacy services, interpreter services, and the support
of a certified application counselor. In the last 12 months-from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017-we offered a total
of 14,285 medical, mental health, and dental visits!
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Impact
Please find below a few HOPE's major accomplishments and program highlights from the last year. (More
details can be found in the "Programs" portion of our profile.)
• Effective CY2017, we received our largest ever award from HRSA of $1,772,551.00 for ongoing base funding
as a Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC). These vital funds help to make up the difference between our
cost to serve the uninsured and the nominal revenue we bring in from self-pay patients through our
discounted Sliding Scale Fee structure. Because of this ongoing support, in response to the needs of our
patients and service area, and through special expansion opportunities offered through the ACA, we have
grown at a very fast pace in the last few years.
• When HOPE first received FQHC status, we had just nine staff. We now have 53! This includes six medical
providers,* three mental health providers, two pharmacists, a dentist and a dental hygienist, an outstanding
nursing team, four administrators, and invaluable support, reception, and healthcare navigation staff.
(*HOPE's CEO & Associate Chief Medical Officer are also licensed medical providers but currently serve in
Administrative roles at HOPE.)
• This increased capacity has allowed HOPE to serve a growing patient body through a greatly expanded
scope of services. In CY2012, HOPE served 1,773 patients through 4,749 encounters. In CY2016, HOPE
served 3,399 patients through 12,976 encounters!
• One of our major accomplishments in the last year was the launch of our 340B pharmacy on 7/11/2016. The
Pharmacy at HOPE Family Health, located at our Sumner North campus, filled 16,705 prescriptions in its very
1st year!
• Another major accomplishment has been the launch of our new dental program, the HOPE Salvus Dental
Clinic, in January of 2017. Collocated with the Sumner County Health Department in Gallatin, TN, HOPE now
offers comprehensive dental services to patients referred internally by HOPE's providers, as well as to
patients of Salvus Center, the Sumner and Macon County Health Departments, and as schedules permit, to
public patients. In the first six months of the program, we have already provided services through 731 dental
visits!
• Finally, we are very proud to say that in the last year, we paid off 100% of the overpayment debt discussed in
the finance portion of this profile. This debt had threatened our very existence, and we are relieved to be able
to redirect a portion of our very modest clinical revenue to building a reserve. (Note: The vast majority of
HOPE's funding is dedicated to restricted to the purposes of specific grants and can not be used to enhance
long-term sustainability.)
Our primary goals for the current year, taken from our Strategic Plan, include:
1. To acheive financial sustainability
2. To provide excellent care for our employees, enhancing morale, communication and teamwork
3. To recruit and retain behavioral health providers.
Thank you so much for your interest in supporting our work!
Needs
Currently, our most pressing needs are:
1. The referral of new patients to HOPE! We truly have so much to offer, and it is our mission to serve! HOPE's
current and future HRSA funding is largely driven by encounter data & a demonstrated need for services. All
patients are welcome, regardless of ability to pay. Uninsured patients w/ incomes < 200% of the poverty level
are invited to use our Sliding Fee Scale, and most major insurance plans are accepted. You can help us by
spreading the word!
2. Donations earmarked for our Reserve. (See Impact Statement above.)
3. Unrestricted Donations. These funds help close the gap between what a medical visit costs HOPE (an
average of $231.94) & the clinical revenue that is collected (an average of $95.00/visit.) Currently, 23% of
HOPE's patient base is uninsured & more than 95% of those fall below 200% of the federal poverty line. While
our federal funding is critical to HOPE's survival, it far from covers our operational expense!
4. Donations to the HOPE Assistance Fund. Many HOPE patients struggle to afford care even w/ our greatly
discounted fee structure. This fund helps to cover expenses for extremely vulnerable patients & helps pay for
life-saving services that can't be provided in our primary care setting.
5. Prayer! Truly. Thank you.
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Other ways to donate, support, or volunteer
Anyone can donate at any time. Most gifts to HOPE come in the mail or are dropped off in person, but you can
also give online. HOPE has several donors who have pledged monthly gifts, and you can also designate the
program your gift will support. As you explore our profile, we hope you'll be moved to support one of our
programs!
HOPE does not place emphasis on the amount donated. We focus on the spirit of the gift. One of our most
prized donations came from a couple who are patients of HOPE. With very few resources, they often have
difficulty making ends meet. During an office visit, they pulled out $5-four one dollar bills and four quarters. They
had "a little extra left over this month" and wanted HOPE to have it! This gift is priceless to us, and we will
always remember it. Regardless of the amount you choose to give, lives WILL be blessed with your gift!
Unless otherwise designated, your donation will go to our HOPE Assistance Fund (HAF) & Bridge Programs.
HAF offers support to vulnerable patients with a specific medical or humanitarian need which can not be met
through other funding streams at HOPE, most often specialty visits and/or advanced testing. The fund can also
be used to pay insurance premiums for patients in active treatment for life-threatening conditions, or for food,
rent, or utilities for fragile patients who might not otherwise survive extreme temperatures or conditions. The
separate HOPE Bridge Program, reserved for the most economically vulnerable patients, can cover internal
sliding scale fees for a period of three to six months. Specifically for patients facing recent tragedy, loss, or
extreme poverty, the program helps individuals get vital healthcare to regain stability, health, and hope. Most
often, this support is provided to families who have lost their sole breadwinner to death or disability or lost their
homes to fire or natural disaster.
Thank you. In a world with so much need, YOU have decided to be a blessing.
Most Sincerely,
HOPE

Service Categories
Primary Organization Category
Health Care / Ambulatory & Primary Health Care
Secondary Organization Category
Mental Health & Crisis Intervention / Mental Health Treatment
Tertiary Organization Category
Human Services / Ethnic/Immigrant Services

Areas of Service
Areas Served
TN - Sumner
TN - Macon
TN - Trousdale
KY
Providers new to HOPE consistently reflect that our patients are among the most traumatized they have ever
seen. Local statistics reveal a community rocked by economic distress, poverty, chronic disease, work injuries,
traffic fatalities, drug and alcohol addiction, and premature death. Rates of cancer, suicide, and meth production
are among the highest in the state. Despite the challenges, we are grateful to serve here. God has planted us in
this place, and we are called to care for His people.
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Board Chair Statement
To Whom it May Concern,
HOPE would like to thank you for the time you have taken to learn more about our health center. It is both an
honor and a privilege to serve as the chairman of the board for this amazing organization, and I personally am
deeply thankful for the work the staff of HOPE Family Health does each and every day. HOPE is a unique place
that operates selflessly and by faith serving those in our community who need medical, dental and mental
healthcare the most. This organization would cease to exist without the loving and faithful contributors,
foundations, and supporters who believe in what we do and continue to ensure our existence. We encourage
you to contact us today to learn more about how you can become involved in the life-changing work that
happens at HOPE Family Health.
Kindest Regards,
Mark Beeler
Board Chairman, HOPE Family Health
President, Beeler Enterprises
CEO Statement
HOPE is unique in many ways, but one of the most beautiful ways in which we shine is through the love and
grace we show one another as we care for our patients and community. As a faith--based organization,
supporting our staff spiritually is supremely important. Day in and day out, they bear witness to so many really
difficult, tragic situations. One provider shared with me that she had 3 patients in 1 day that were diagnosed with
cancer, and this is a primary care setting! Praying together is one of the most important things that we do.
The following reflections from our remarkable staff, taken from interviews filmed last year, illustrate our mission
and culture beautifully:
• HOPE was never a business. It was and continues to be a profound calling. Our call is to treat each patient
with love and compassion, to be the the hands, feet, and voice of Christ.
• Faith is the essence of HOPE, and our spirituality is at the very heart of the organization. Our mission is a
direct response to Jesus’ loving command 'to love your neighbors as yourselves.'
• The mission of Hope Family Health is to take care of all the patients that walk through that door, no matter
their color, no matter their status, no matter how rich they are, no matter who they are, you take care of them,
from top to bottom, head to toe, mind body, soul.
• People know when they come to HOPE that, it doesn’t matter where you come from or who you are, you’re
gonna be greeted with that smile, and you’re gonna be treated with kindness.
• HOPE is a holy place. You can feel the presence of God here as if you’re in a church. You know that His hand
is what keeps this place going, and that this is here for His people.
• My favorite thing about HOPE is just the love that’s here. You just have a sense of peace and family. Your
problem is everyone else’s problem. They carry your burdens; you carry theirs.
• They’re your family. You can get mad at ‘em (laughing). You laugh together, you cry together, but at the end
of the day we’re all still a giant family.
• When things are going good, we praise God. When things are going bad we ask God to just take control and
guide HOPE in the direction it needs to go.
• There’s no place that I would rather be. This is a completely different experience than anywhere that I have
ever worked.
• This is where God has called me to be at, and I love what I do. I hope that I can be here until I guess I die! I’ll
be here a long time.
We are so blessed to be part of God's story unfolding in this beautiful place. Thank you for considering joining
us on the journey.
Sincerely,
Jenny Dittes, PA-C
CEO
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Programs
Programs
Primary Medical Care for the Uninsured & Underinsured
Description

As previously noted, many residents of rural Macon, Northern Sumner &
Trousdale counties have difficulty accessing the traditional health care
system. HOPE seeks to meet the needs of this vulnerable population by
using a sliding scale fee schedule to increase the affordability of health
care to those who would otherwise be unable to obtain needed
interventions. Service for these patients is truly the heart of our mission.
Our primary care services include comprehensive physicals, lab services,
preventive care, well woman visits, sick visits, treatment of acute illness,
chronic disease management, basic procedures, on-site mammography
(offered in partnership with St. Thomas), referrals for advanced diagnostic
testing & specialty care, behavioral health step-ins, I&R, and more. In
CY2016, HOPE's medical providers offered 10,446 medical visits! We are
proud to serve nearly 4,000 of our neighbors, and have recently achieved
federal designation as a Patient Centered Medical Home!

Category

Health Care, General/Other Ambulatory & Primary Health Care

Population Served

Poor,Economically Disadvantaged,Indigent, Aging, Elderly, Senior
Citizens, Hispanic, Latino Heritage

Short Term Success

Because the conditions being treated through this program are so diverse,
and the hoped-for health outcomes so varied, it is difficult to project or
express universal clinical outcomes.
One overarching measurable goal, however, is to provide more than
20,000 total patient encounters in 2017. We know that there are more
patients who need us. And we know there are existing patients who need
more of the support that they have begun to receive at HOPE - patients
who desperately need to get started in therapy, need help getting
medicines, or need dental care, but have been afraid to ask for help
anywhere else. Our goal is to provide whole-person care to as many
people as possible. Our first step with any patient is building trust. This
trust - in HOPE and in God - is the foundation from which all things are
possible. As new patients come and as existing patients begin to take
advantage of our wider range of resources, we pray that their overall
health will improve dramatically.

Long term Success

The long-term definition of success for this program is beautiful and multifaceted, like a prism in its impact on the community at large - better
access to health care; a higher level of health literacy, self-care, and selfactualization; better-informed health behaviors; more active and balanced
lifestyles; improved health outcomes; increased longevity; and an
improved quality of life.
By having caring, compassionate staff, HOPE attempts to bring hope to
each life we touch. As we watch lives transformed, and come to love the
families of our patients, we are reminded that the fruit of this work moves
and is multiplied outside of our walls. We are grateful to help our patients
change not only their own lives, but the legacy they leave for their children
- a legacy of faith, and hard work, and hope-a conviction that we CAN all
choose to make life better, because we have borne witness to the
change.
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Program Success Monitored By

Our program success, patient demographics, encounter data & health
outcomes are measured and collected through our Electronic Medical
Record and Uniform Data System reporting tool.
Phone-based patient satisfaction surveys are also regularly conducted by
an independent contractor. The feedback from the following question from
the Year-End Survey is especially important to us with regards to patients,
because "making them partners in the healing process" is a key part of
our mission:
"Do you feel like your [HOPE] provider listens to you and do they explain
everything where you understand?"
In our 2016 Year-End Medical Patient Survey, 95% of patients answered
"Yes - Excellent!" 4% answered "Yes - Good" and just 1% answered
"Neutral - Fair". You can not be an effective partner in any effort that you
don't understand. Communication & respect are therefore critical. And
THAT is a realm in which we appear to be succeeding.
*For a moving success story, keep reading.

Examples of Program Success

Jorge first came to us in March of 2016. Through our Bilingual Patient
Navigator, he attested to frequent headaches, feeling weak, urinating
frequently & having wounds that would not heal. He was just 38 years old.
After checking his blood glucose in the office, Jorge was diagnosed
immediately with diabetes; his A1C level was 11.1.{Note: 6.5 or above
indicates diabetes.} Right away, we offered education about changes
Jorge could make in his diet & lifestyle. This included eliminating his
previously heavy consumption of alcohol & soda. He began limiting his
carbohydrate intake and taking his medications exactly as prescribed.

At his three mo. follow-up, Jorge looked fantastic. His symptoms had
disappeared, and his A1C was an amazing 6.4!!! We were so proud of him
for his commitment to improving his health. At six months, he had not only
maintained his lifestyle, but lowered his A1C to 6.1. Jorge tells us he is
now mentoring his diabetic nephew, a new HOPE patient. HOPE takes
flight.
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Behavioral Health (BH)
Description

HOPE's BH program, funded through a HRSA Behavioral Health
Integration grant, is a vital source of mental healthcare for patients. Our
experienced staff include a Program Coordinator, LCSW, LPC, Psych NP,
Community Health Coordinator (CHC) & a dedicated Receptionist/MA.
Services include medication management, individual therapy, and EMDR.
HOPE also offers brief BH consults, I&R, and limited case management
through the support of our CHC, who is available at a moment's notice to
step in w/ primary care patients at the request of a medical provider or
nurse. By offering brief assessments & targeted referrals w/in the primary
care setting, we are able to get interested patients on the path to healing
w/out ever having to independently request a mental health assessment.
Prospective patients can be identified, affirmed, introduced to new
providers & scheduled all in 1 primary care visit. From July 1, 2016-June
30, 2017, HOPE's BH providers offered care through 2,303 encounters.
The results? Remarkable.

Category

Mental Health, Substance Abuse Programs, General/other Outpatient
Mental Health Treatment

Population Served

At-Risk Populations, Families, Alcohol, Drug, Substance Abusers

Short Term Success

As a result of this program, patients in this previously perilously
underserved area have access to care - many for the very first time - to
address the following issues: anxiety, depression, loss and grief, divorce
recovery, drug and alcohol addiction, codependency, eating disorders,
parenting issues, marital conflict, communication issues, anger
management, ADD, ADHD, post-traumatic stress disorder, self-harm,
obsessive compulsive disorder, bipolar disorder, and issues of identity and
spirituality. For us, it is a huge victory that patients are seeking care. In a
region that has been a veritable mental health care desert*, it is a true
blessing to serve. Our hearts sing every time we hear our patients telling
someone else just how helpful therapy really is. BH is working!
*RWJF's Community Health Rankings 2016 reports that a sole mental
health provider is located in Macon County to serve the entire population,
~23,000. This compares w/ 1 provider:780 residents in the state at large.

Long term Success

Active participation in mental health treatment will carry no more stigma
that seeking care for strep throat. Individuals, families, and the community,
freed from the fear of being "outed" and the emotional pain of trauma and
addiction, will flourish. Fewer and fewer individuals will turn to drugs or
alcohol, and more and more will adopt healthy coping mechanisms; learn
to set healthy boundaries; seek healthy, edifying relationships; begin to
care more tenderly for their bodies, their children and their families;
develop rich support networks; and become vibrant members of a thriving
community.
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Examples of Program Success

In May of 2016, Justin came to HOPE to establish as a patient. At his first
appt., he shared that he had been struggling w/ a meth addiction for 23
yrs. The PCP requested a BH step-in to provide support, offer resources,
and assist w/ scheduling treatment & services. After sharing his story, with
his mom by his side, Justin declared he was truly ready for help.
Thankfully, he had a wonderful family; as Justin put it, "they only want to
see me do better than I have in the past." Justin wanted that too. Our BH
Program Coordinator told Justin about a variety of resources for mental
health outpatient services, as well as referring him to several detox &
rehab facilities. Two weeks later, we were thrilled to learn that Justin had
been admitted to a treatment facility. Justin has now been clean and sober
since June 5, 2016! Inspired to help others, he has started an NA chapter
in Westmoreland. We couldn't be happier to share his story. (*Names
changed to protect confidentiality.)

The Pharmacy at HOPE Family Health
Description

With the support of special HRSA funding, the Pharmacy at HOPE Family
Health opened on July 11, 2017. The staff includes a F/T clinical
Pharmacist and Director of Pharmacy Services, a second P/T Pharmacist,
two Pharmacy Techs, and a Patient Assistance Program Navigator. In its
first year, HOPE's Pharmacy filled 16,705 prescriptions! Had these
prescriptions had been filled in a retail setting, the cash price to our
patients would have been over $923,816.00. Because of our status,
however, as a 340B Pharmacy, as well as our regular discounted prices
and sliding scale fee program for the uninsured, patients actually paid only
$143,941.77-a savings of nearly $800,000.00. The on-site program and
the extensive knowledge of our Pharmacists are absolutely invaluable for
those without transportation, those with limited incomes, and those with
complex pharmaceutical regimens.
While our Pharmacy can and does fill many brand name
prescriptions,
many patients are actually eligible for FREE medications
through
Manufacturer PAPs. Our Prescription Assistance Program therefore
remains a vital support to eligible patients needing brand name
medications. In the past year (July 1, 2016-June 30, 2017) HOPE's
PAP served 241 eligible patients, delivering over $1,325,000* in free
pharmacy drugs to HOPE's patients (*wholesale value).

Category

Health Care, General/Other Pharmaceuticals

Population Served

Poor,Economically Disadvantaged,Indigent, Other Health/Disability,
Hispanic, Latino Heritage
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HOPE-Salvus Dental Clinic
Description

Through a unique partnership with the Salvus Center of
Gallatin and
with the support of a HRSA Dental and Oral Health Services
grant,
HOPE was able to expand its scope of services once again, opening
the new HOPE Salvus Dental Clinic in January of 2017. Co-located with
the
Sumner County Health Department in Gallatin, TN, HOPE now
offers
comprehensive dental services to patients referred internally by
HOPE's providers, as well as to
patients of Salvus Center, the Sumner
and Macon County Health Departments,
and as schedules permit, to
public patients. Services include dental exams, x-rays, cleanings, deep
scaling, sealants, extractions, fillings, dentures, and referrals for root
canals and complex oral surgery. In the first six months of the program,
we have already provided services through 731 dental visits!

Category

Health Care, General/Other Dental Health Care

Population Served

Poor,Economically Disadvantaged,Indigent, Hispanic, Latino Heritage,
Children and Youth (0 - 19 years)

Bilingual Patient Navigation Program
Description

HOPE's commitment to the Hispanic community of rural Middle TN is
expressed most clearly and profoundly through our decision to hire a fulltime interpreter and Bilingual Patient Navigator. Our neighbors include
hundreds of tobacco, farm & construction workers, many of whom move
through life without any formal social support or any meaningful personal
connection to the English-speaking world. This program offers invaluable
support to our many Spanish-speaking patients as they seek care at
HOPE. Through the entire process-from registration to triage, from labs to
treatment plans, our cherished Hispanic patients have the bicultural and
bilingual support of a qualified interpreter. In CY2016, our Bilingual Patient
Navigator served 393 Spanish-speaking patients through 911 patient
encounters. HOPE's Spanish-speaking patients come to us from great
distances, as far as Cookeville, Crossville, and even Pulaski. If that's not a
compliment and testimony of gratitude, we don't know what is!

Category

Health Care, General/Other Patient & Family Support

Population Served

Hispanic, Latino Heritage, Immigrant, Newcomers, Refugees,
Poor,Economically Disadvantaged,Indigent
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Governance
Board Chair
Board Chair

Mr Mark L. Beeler

Company Affiliation

President, Beeler Enterprises

Term

Jan 2007 to Feb 2018

Email

markbeeler@hopefamilyhealth.org

Board Members
Name

Affiliation

Status

Mr. Ray Amalfitano

City of Westmoreland Police Chief Voting

Mr Mark L. Beeler

President, Beeler Enterprises

Voting

Mrs. Stacey Brawner

Community Outreach at Macon
General Hospital

Voting

Ms. Liz Ferrell

18th Judicial District Assistant
Public Defender

Voting

Mr. David Flynn

Sr. Dir. of Technology, Macon
County Schools

Voting

Mrs. Kei Keene

Banker, US Bank

Voting

Mr. Bill Mize

Administrator of Trousdale Medical Voting
Center

Mrs. Karen Simons

Retired HOPE Medical Assistant

Voting

Ms. Cynthia Hall Templeton J.D.

Attorney at Law, The Templeton
Law Firm

Voting

Mr. Brad Tuttle

Owner, Alexander Funeral Home

Voting

Mr. Dennis Wolford

CEO, Macon County General
Hospital

Voting

Board Demographics - Ethnicity
African American/Black

0

Asian American/Pacific Islander

0

Caucasian
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Hispanic/Latino

0

Native American/American Indian

0

Other

00

Board Demographics - Gender
Male

6

Female

5

Unspecified

0

Governance
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Board Term Lengths

2

Board Term Limits

0

Board Meeting Attendance %

82%

Written Board Selection Criteria?

Yes

Written Conflict of Interest Policy?

Yes

Percentage Making Monetary Contributions

100%

Percentage Making In-Kind Contributions

100%

Constituency Includes Client Representation

Yes

Number of Full Board Meetings Annually
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Board CoChair
Board CoChair

Mr. David Flynn

Company Affiliation

Macon Co. Schools

Term

Sept 2012 to Feb 2018

Email

flynnd@maconcountyschools.org

Standing Committees
Executive
Finance
Personnel
Nominating

Risk Management Provisions
Commercial General Insurance
Commercial General Liability
Directors & Officers Policy
Medical Malpractice
Workers Compensation & Employers' Liability

CEO Comments
We are actively working toward the diversification of our Board of Directors and hope to add several new
members in the coming months. The Nominating Committee has recently identified several community and
business leaders who can contribute to the work of the Board through their professional expertise as well as
offering sound guidance to enhance cultural sensitivity to patients and staff from diverse backgrounds. We hope
that these individuals, who are currently exploring the opportunity, will decide to join us!
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Management
Executive Director/CEO
Executive Director

Mrs. Jennifer G Dittes PA-C

Term Start

Jan 2005

Email

jennydittes@hopefamilyhealth.org

Experience
CEO Jennifer Dittes brings to HOPE Family Health a lifelong passion for healthcare, a deep faith, a gift for
sharing the vision, and strong leadership and communication skills. A native of California, Jenny has called
Tennessee home for over 17 years. Jenny spent much of her childhood abroad, and was exposed to a wide
range of economic realities and a wealth of diverse cultures at an early age. Though the lifestyle was far from
that of her peers in the States, God and God's love were always near at hand, and she realized that He would
follow her wherever she went! An adventurous traveler, Jenny has seen more of the world than most of us ever
will. After graduating cum laude from Newbold College (Bracknell, England) with a B.A. in English and minor in
communications, she went on to serve as a volunteer lab and dental assistant in Cameroon, where she
acheived fluency in French. Just two short years later, she earned her license as a Physician Assistant from the
Kettering College of Medical Arts (Kettering, Ohio), sealing her future in medicine. After practicing for several
years in Arizona, Jenny again committed herself to international service, coordinating a health program for
Kosovar refugees in rural Southern Albania. It was after this experience that Jenny moved with her husband to
his family's home state of Tennessee. She practiced medicine in Westmoreland and Lafayette for four years,
and the people stole her heart. It was here, in 2004, that she felt a clear call to open HOPE. As our cofounder
and Executive Director, Jenny has built HOPE on a solid foundation of faith, hope, and love. But the greatest of
these is love. Through even the hardest of times, Jenny held out hope; despite the odds, she persisted.* We
give thanks for Jenny's leadership, her heart, her tireless years of dedication, and her profound example of faith.
*To learn more about Jenny's leadership, please see her comments in the Financial section of this profile.
Thank you.

Staff
Full Time Staff

45

Part Time Staff

7

Volunteers

0

Contractors

3

Retention Rate

91%

Plans & Policies
Does the organization have a documented Fundraising Plan?
Yes
Does the organization have an approved Strategic Plan?
Yes
Number of years Strategic Plan Considers
2
When was Strategic Plan adopted?
June 2016
In case of a change in leadership, is a Management Succession plan in place?
Yes
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Does the organization have a Policies and Procedures Plan?
Yes
Does the organization have a Nondiscrimination Policy?
Yes
Does the organization have a Whistle Blower Policy?
Yes
Does the organization have a Document Destruction Policy?
Yes

Affiliations
Affiliation

Year

Center for Nonprofit Management Excellence
Network

2008

Primary Care Association of Tennessee

2008

Rural Health Association of Tennessee

2008

National Association of Community Health Centers
(NACHC)

2017

External Assessments and Accreditations
Assessments/Accreditations

Year

Safety Net Consortium of Middle Tennessee

2006

Awards
Awards
Award/Recognition

Organization

Year

Rural Health Clinic

HRSA

2010

Federally Qualified Health Center
status

HRSA

2012

Patient Centered Medical Home,
Certified Level 2

National Committee for Quality
Assurance

2017

Senior Staff
Mr. Mario Flores CFO
Title

Chief Financial Officer
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Experience/Biography

Mario Flores, CFO, comes to HOPE with vast experience as a managing
accountant for large organizations and corporations, including decades of
national-level corporate leadership with Macy's, Inc., as well as other
major department stores. His gifts and committment have been absolutely
instrumental in HOPE's survival and growth. In the last five years, under
Mario's watchful eye and careful supervision, we have survived a near
bankrupcy and paid off hundreds of thousands of dollars of debt. At the
same time, our annual budget has increased almost exponentially, from
$650,000.00 in 2012 to a current annual budget of over $4,700,000. We
know, without question, that very few individuals have the capacity to
navigate such difficult waters, much less manage such a multidimensional, ever-evolving annual budget. Mario's expertise, leadership,
attention to detail and dedication to excellence have now allowed HOPE
to acheive five years of unqualified financial audits. In addition to his
masterful financial leadership, we are grateful for Mario's presence on our
Administrative Team for another reason entirely. As a native Spanishspeaker, El Salvadoran, and immigrant to our nation, Mario represents
and exemplifies the hopes and dreams of so many of our precious
Hispanic patients. He understands where they have been, and his role as
our CFO at HOPE serves as a shining testimony to the deep respect
HOPE holds for the dignity of ALL of God's people.

Mrs. Dana Henderson FNP-C, ACMO
Title

Assocate Chief Medical Officer

Experience/Biography

Dana Henderson, FNP-C, serves as HOPE's Associate Chief Medical
Officer. One of our first providers, Dana joined our team in 2007. Her
story, also, is one of remarkable strength and leadership. A native of
Macon County, Dana and her family are well known and beloved in the
community. A top student in her class, Dana was determined to study
medicine. In a local economy dominated by tobacco, agricultural, and
factory jobs, and in a community where most women marry and start
families at a very young age, Dana took a decidedly different path. While
she did marry her highschool sweetheart, she never set aside her
ambition to become a nurse. Although many women in the area pursue
work as a medical assistant, Certified Nursing Assistant or even LPN,
precious few seek a four-year degree. Dana's sights were set even higher.
After earning her Bachelors of Nursing from Western Kentucky University,
she went on to earn her Masters of Science in Nursing at Vanderbilt,
gaining her certification as a Family Nurse Practitioner in 2000. Before
coming to HOPE, Dana practiced at the Rural Health Clinic in Red Boiling
Springs and at a private practice in Lafayette for several years. A talented
nurse and a committed Christian, her skill and heart had gained her a
serious reputation for mercy. People who couldn't afford traditional
medical care were lining up in her driveway. She couldn't and wouldn't
turn them away. Her heart and HOPE's mission fit like a glove. And
through years of hardship, she stood true. This past year Dana celebrated
ten years serving as a Senior Staff member at HOPE. Dana's love of the
community, her innate understanding of the local culture, and her
brilliance in the academic sphere allow her to navigate effortlessly
between worlds; she is at once her patient's best advocate, their most
loyal accountability partner, and a fierce defender of our mission. As the
day-to-day supervisor of all clinical operations, she serves as an expert
resource to our staff, manages all clinical compliance efforts, QAQI,
helped to launch our Pharmacy, and is currently leading HOPE's efforts to
achieve Patient Centered Medical Home.
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Dr. Bien Samson MD
Title

Medical Director

Experience/Biography

Dr. Bien Samson, M.D. serves as HOPE's Medical Director. A native of
the Philippines, Dr. Samson completed his Doctor of Medicine at the
University of East Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Medical Center in May of
1964. He later went on to complete his General Surgery Residency at the
Medical College of Pennsylvania, recieving a Surgical Oncology
Fellowship at the Fox Chase Cancer Center in 1973. After serving as the
Director of the Cancer Detection Program at Fox Chase for two decades,
Dr. Samson made his way to Tennessee, which he has called home now
for over twenty years. HOPE is truly blessed to have Dr. Samson as our
Medical Director. He brings to HOPE a wealth of medical experience as a
Board Certified Medical Doctor, a Certified Medical Director, general
practic surgeon, and seasoned hospital administrator. An active member
of the local Rotary Club, Dr. Samson is always on the lookout for ways to
serve the community, and never shies away from addressing challenging
cases at HOPE. He is moved but never shaken by the odds, and has
persistently advocated for HOPE's patients through the years, going so far
as to perform surgeries for uninsured patients and staff.

Mrs. Angela Harper RHIT
Title

Director of Human Resources

Experience/Biography

Angela Harper, HOPE's Director of Human Resources, is a shining
example of the gems we find from within. When Angela was first hired,
she already had six years of experience as medical receptionist and six in
billing. Remarkably, she had already used an electronic medical record for
years, a tremendous asset for a tiny practice eager to cede reliance on
mounting paper charts. On HOPE's staff since day one, Angela started as
a Billing Specialist, and was quickly promoted to the position of Office
Manager. In the years following HOPE's designation as a Federally
Qualified Health Center in 2012, interviewing, hiring, and orienting new
staff; and managing provider credentialling, scheduling, and support staff
had become an all-consuming effort for HOPE's CEO. The time had
come. HOPE needed a Director of Human Resources. With her easy
manner, even-keeled personality, institutional knowledge, discreet nature,
dedication to the mission and clear command of the task at hand, Angela
was the obvious choice. In addition to managing the traditional duties
associated with HR, Angela also serves as the direct supervisor to all of
HOPE's receptionists, as well as our Bilingual Patient Navigator. We are
ever so grateful to have her steady hand and heart on the team.

CEO Comments
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Financials
Fiscal Year
Fiscal Year Start

Jan 01 2017

Fiscal Year End

Dec 31 2017

Projected Revenue

$4,730,623.00

Projected Expenses

$4,730,623.00

Endowment Value

$0.00

Endowment Spending Policy

N/A

Endowment Spending Percentage (if selected)

0%

Detailed Financials
Revenue and Expenses
Fiscal Year
Total Revenue
Total Expenses
Revenue Sources
Fiscal Year
Foundation and Corporation
Contributions
Government Contributions
Federal
State
Local
Unspecified
Individual Contributions
Indirect Public Support
Earned Revenue
Investment Income, Net of Losses
Membership Dues
Special Events
Revenue In-Kind
Other

2016
$3,496,657
$3,401,811

2015
$2,289,638
$2,145,885

2014
$1,709,751
$1,655,987

2016
$0

2015
$0

2014
$80,883

$1,744,476
$0
$0
$0
$1,744,476
$218,913
$0
$1,533,268
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,216,357
$0
$0
$0
$1,216,357
$258,330
$0
$814,951
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$770,604
$0
$0
$0
$770,604
$160,717
$0
$697,547
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
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Expense Allocation
Fiscal Year
Program Expense
Administration Expense
Fundraising Expense
Payments to Affiliates
Total Revenue/Total Expenses
Program Expense/Total Expenses
Fundraising Expense/Contributed
Revenue
Assets and Liabilities
Fiscal Year
Total Assets
Current Assets
Long-Term Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Total Net Assets
Short Term Solvency
Fiscal Year
Current Ratio: Current Assets/Current
Liabilities
Long Term Solvency
Fiscal Year
Long-Term Liabilities/Total Assets

2016
$2,327,116
$1,074,695
$0
$0
1.03
68%
0%

2015
$1,425,003
$720,882
$0
$0
1.07
66%
0%

2014
$1,017,550
$638,437
$0
$0
1.03
61%
0%

2016
$932,496
$382,876
$369,594
$347,437
$215,465

2015
$676,095
$318,635
$357,407
$198,069
$120,619

2014
$304,385
$241,938
$109,753
$217,766
($23,134)

2016
1.10

2015
1.61

2014
1.11

2016
40%

2015
53%

2014
36%

2015
Government Grants
$1,216,357
Program Revenue
$814,951
Contributions, Gifts
and Grants $258,330

2014
Government Grants
$770,604
Program Services
$697,547
Contributions, Gifts &
Grants $160,717

Top Funding Sources
Fiscal Year
Top Funding Source & Dollar Amount

2016
Government Grants
$1,744,476
Second Highest Funding Source & Dollar Program Revenue
Amount
$1,533,268
Third Highest Funding Source & Dollar
Contributions, Gifts,
Amount
& Grants $218,913

Capital Campaign
Is the organization currently conducting a Capital
Campaign for an endowment or the purchase of a
major asset?

No

Capital Campaign Goal

$0.00

Capital Campaign Anticipated in Next 5 Years?

No

State Charitable Solicitations Permit
TN Charitable Solicitations Registration

Yes - Expires June 2018

Registration

No 0

Organization Comments
An Easter Story, written by CEO Jenny Dittes in April 2017
HOPE Family Health opened in January of 2005 in a double-wide trailer on the outskirts of Westmoreland, TN.
We had full hearts, four staff, extremely limited funding, and what seemed a never-ending flow of patients in
need. The early years were difficult, but the crisis that ensued tested us to the core.
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In March 2009, an audit revealed that coding errors had led HOPE to receive insurance overpayments of
$757,229 over a 2 year period. We soon began the excruciating process of contacting the 15 affected insurance
carriers, disclosing the mistake, offering a payment plan, and negotiating the terms. There was no money to
resolve the debt in the short-term; repayment would take years. And it only got worse. Amerigroup and
AmeriChoice cancelled their contracts with HOPE, reducing our patient population by 25% & clinical revenue by
1/3.
We did everything possible to cut expenses and maintain stability. We laid off 3 of 12 staff. I cut my own salary.
Others volunteered. One deferred pay for months. Board members loaned HOPE cash.
It wasn’t enough. In Dec. 2010, we applied to become a Federally Qualified Health Center. We also asked
Baptist Healing Trust, Memorial Foundation, and St. Thomas Hospital for special “sustainability funding.” The
three gave $97,000-enough to keep us afloat through mid-2011.
I cannot recount all the beautiful, harrowing and miraculous experiences of 2009-12. Many times we joined
hands before payroll, praying we’d have enough. On one such day, Mr. Elliott called right after our prayer;
Memorial would send $25,000 in grant funding a month early! A nurse wrote to him in thanks, “God works in
awesome ways. I thank Him for placing us in your heart at our time of need. I cry tears of joy!”
Eventually, HOPE settled the debt at 47% of the original owed, signing extended repayment agreements with
the 5 largest carriers and paying the 10 smallest in full.
In late 2011, as an alternative to bankruptcy, the board accepted an offer of acquisition by St. Thomas Health.
Just days before the contract was finalized in June, HOPE learned we had been awarded the FQHC grant we
had applied for in 2010! St.Thomas graciously pulled back, allowing us to accept the award.
As I write, so much has changed! The overpayment debt is completely paid off. We are again in-network with
all 3 TennCare plans, and our patient population, scope of services & staff have grown exponentially! Our
mission is alive, and our dreams of comprehensive, whole-person care are realized more fully each year.
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